Obtaining a professional certification is a valuable addition to your career and can greatly improve your technical skills. Passing a certification exam is no small task and requires a full understanding of the platform or processes in question.

Luckily, LinkedIn Learning has over 50 free certification preparation and practice exam programs. These courses are designed to test your knowledge and identify areas of improvement before you take the real exam.

From Amazon Web Services to Microsoft Azure, you can find courses ranging from the fundamentals to expert level for the following exams:

- Amazon Web Services
- CompTIA
- ISACA
- ISC2
- International Institute of Business Analysis (IIBA)
- LEED
- Microsoft
- Project Management Institute (PMI)

There are multiple exams for each certification category, and these exams are available at any time and can be taken as many times as wanted. The practice exams mimic the real exams but are not an exact copy, so having a full understanding of the subject matter is key.

You can access the practice exam results summary to understand areas for further study, use LinkedIn Learning's learning modules to gain specific knowledge and test again once you've sharpened your skills.

Get started on the path to certification today with a LinkedIn Learning certification practice exam!

Access LinkedIn Learning

1. Log on to your campus portal.
2. Open the CU Resource dropdown menu.
3. Select Training.
4. Click the LinkedIn Learning tile.

Click for direct access.